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Please refer to keycommand-example.tex for definitions.

1 Example of a keycommand : \Rule
\Rule[width=2em]{hello}: hello
\Rule[thick=1pt,width=2em]{hello}: hello
\Rule{hello}: hello
\Rule[thick=1pt,raise=1ex]{hello}: hello

2 Example of a keycommand : \charfill
\charfill{$\star$}: ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
\charfill[sep=2]{\textasteriskcentered}: ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗

3 Example of a keyenvironment : dblruled

Key environment dblruled uses framed.sty and therefore it can be used even if a pagebreak occurs inside the environment:

\begin{dblruled}
  test for dblruled key-environment\par
  test for dblruled key-environment\par
  test for dblruled key-environment
\end{dblruled}

\begin{dblruled}[first=4pt,sep=2pt,second=.6pt,left=.2em]
  test for dblruled key-environment\par
  test for dblruled key-environment\par
  test for dblruled key-environment
\end{dblruled}